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How to Capture the Content of a Document?

Granular events can be grouped into more general events

Together, these general events capture the major content of the document

Considering each granular event, instantiated by 
predicates, in isolation is not sufficient

● Did “e2:killed” happen during “e7:protest” or 
“e8:elections”?

● Did “e3:attacked” and “e14:wounded” happen 
in the same “e7:protest”?
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● Complex Events are defined to be clusters of 
granular events that describe a more general 
event

● The sentences corresponding to the same 
complex event are not necessarily 
consecutive

● Granular events belonging to different 
complex events can appear in the same 
sentence

Complex Event Identification: Solution to Capture General Events
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The Notions of Event-Event Relations and Event Region are Limited

● Temporal Relations
○ Only consider the ordering in time of granular events

● Causality
○ Only indicates if one granular event contributes to the occurrence of another one

● Event Coreference 
○ Denotes two granular events refer to the same real-world event but at a much fine-grained 

level
○ “e2:killed” and “e14:wounded” belong to the same complex event but not co-referred

● Subevent Relations
○ The scope of the complex event depends on the existence of a high-level granular event

■ Billy Graham was released from the hospital after recovering from pneumonia
○ A pair of <event, subevent> may not belong to the same complex event

■ Simultaneous raids were conducted on company’s offices. The action comes during the 
internal turmoil triggered by a revolt by his loyalists
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The Notions of Event-Event Relations and Event Region are Limited

● Event Region (Chen et al. 2020a)
○ A byproduct of document-level argument extraction, filtering out sentences irrelevant to the 

main content and then partitioning the text into several parts
○ Event regions have to be consecutive sentences that include relevant arguments
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Context-augmented Predicate-based Approach

Step 1: Context-augmented Pairwise Complex Event 
Relation Prediction

● Issue: Whether two granular events belong to the same 
complex event also depends on the context of the 
document

● Solution: Adds an additional context granular event 
through the attention distribution over other granular 
events in the same document to model the pairwise 
complex event relation
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Context-augmented Predicate-based Approach

Step 2: Agglomerative Clustering
● After predicting the pairwise complex event relation, we use agglomerative clustering to cluster 

granular events into complex events
● We define the distance between two granular events as the likelihood of not belonging to the same 

complex event
● We merge event clusters until no cluster pairs have a linkage distance lower than the threshold 

fine-tuned on the dev set
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Experiments

Dataset:
● We derive complex event annotation from HiEve Dataset (Glavaš  et al., 2014) that annotates 

subevent relations and event coreference
● For each document, we build undirected acyclic graphs where vertices are granular events 

connected by subevent relations as edges and granular events in the same graph are in the same 
complex event

Baselines:
● SC: A simple Sequence Classification model plus the clustering step
● PRL: Paired Representation Learning (Yu, Yin and Roth, 2020) plus the clustering step
● Wang et al., 2020: predict subevent relations and follow the same graph-based clustering method as 

the dataset creation # Doc. # Pairs # CE # Events/CE

Train 60 38124 121 7.01

Dev 20 13810 44 6.93

Test 20 16227 54 7.07
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Experiment Results

Event complex identification performance on the event complex annotation derived from HiEve. 
The columns correspond to different cluster evaluation metrics. CoNLL F1 is the average of MUC, 
B3 and CEAFe. The highest score for each measure appears in bold.
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Complex Event as Input of Document-level Argument Extraction

● Using Complex Event as a starting point for 
document-level argument extraction.

● We applied our complex event identification system 
that was trained on HiEve, to the WikiEvents dataset 
(Li et al., 2021) and then used the BART-Gen model (Li 
et al., 2021) for argument identification and 
classification.

Using Complex Events as the input
achieves a similar performance but a more concise context

Context Avg. Word 
Count

Argument 
Identification (F1)

Argument 
Classification (F1)

Entire document 787.90 71.21 66.55

Complex Event 539.25 71.07 66.25
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Conclusion & Future Work

● We introduce the complex event identification task that allows one to group related granular events 
into complex events that, together, capture the major content of the document

● We present a context-augmented representation learning approach ContextRL tailored to the task, 
showing that this approach outperforms strong baselines

● We conduct an exploratory case study on the WikiEvents dataset (Li et al., 2021), showing that 
using complex events as the input for document-level argument extraction obtains more concise 
context and achieves similar performance

● Future Work
○ Annotating a new Complex Event Dataset from scratch with fine-grained guidelines
○ Extending our approach towards an end-to-end system with granular event extraction
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The data, code can be found at 
http://cogcomp.org/page/publication_view/978

Thank you for listening 


